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a b s t r a c t 

The purpose of Person re-identification (PReID) is to identify the same individual from the non- 

overlapping cameras, the task has been greatly promoted by the deep learning system. In this study, 

we review two widely-used CNN frameworks in the PReID community: identification model and triplet 

model. We provide a comprehensive overview of the advantages and limitations of the two models and 

present a hybrid model that combines the advantages of both identification and triplet models. Specifi- 

cally, the proposed model employs triplet loss, identification loss and center loss to simultaneously train 

the carefully designed network. Furthermore, the dropout scheme is adopted by its identification subnet- 

work. Given a triplet unit images, the model can output the identities of the three input images and force 

the Euclidean distance between the mismatched pairs to be larger than those between the matched pairs 

as well as reduce the variance of the same class at the same time. Extensive comparative experiments on 

three PReID benchmark datasets (CUHK01, CUHK03, Market-1501) show that our proposed architecture 

outperforms many state of the art methods in most cases. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Person re-identification (PReID) has drawn significant attention

n computer vision field recently. The purpose of the task is

o re-identify a query pedestrian from different non-overlapping

ameras [1] . The task is challenging because of the views of pedes-

rian images captured from multiple cameras may undergo large

iversities in backgrounds, poses and illuminations. Moreover,

ith limited facial information, the soft-biometrics and biomet-

ics based technologies are invalid. Many previous works target

or learning an effective distance metric [2–10] , or extracting

iscriminative feature representations [11–21] . Recently, convolu-

ional neural network (CNN) based methods have achieved many

romising state-of-the-art results on PReID for their superiority of

he ability of learning discriminative deep features [22–34] . Unlike

ther previous works, the CNN-based model could extract features

nd learn a similarity measurement together for the PReID task

y an end-to-end way. When the features generated by the CNN

odel, a distance metric function with a threshold is applied to
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etermine whether the probe image and each gallery set image are

atched or not. As shown in Fig. 1 , there exist two major types

f CNN network structures for PReID, i.e., identification model and

riplet model. The two models differ in input data form, feature

xtraction manner and loss function. These two models have their

wn advantages and disadvantages. Our motivation is to combine

he advantages of the two models to learn more discriminative

escriptors. 

The identification model regards PReID task as a multi-class

lassification problem [30,35] . Through identifying the person ID,

he model learns a non-linear function with cross-entropy loss

rom the input images. During the test periods, given a pair of

uery images, the similarity of them is obtained by measuring the

 _2 distance between their features that generated by the model.

hus, the identification model can make use of the full information

f the PReID datasets labels. However, the training target of iden-

ification model is different from the testing manner, which does

ot take into account the distance metric between image pairs. 

Triplet model takes triplet unit ( x i , x j , x k ) as input, in which x i 
nd x j are the matched pair, while x i and x k are the mismatched

air. Through a triplet loss function, the model makes the Eu-

lidean distance between x i and x j smaller than the one between

 i and x k . Similarly, during the test periods, by calculating the L _2 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2018.03.073
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/neucom
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Fig. 1. The difference between the identification and triplet models. Identification 

model regards the PReID as a classification task, which takes single image as input 

and predicts its ID. However, triplet model treats the PReID as a task of learning 

a distance metric, which takes triplet unit images (a, b from the same one class, 

and c from another class) as input and forces the relative distance between the 

mismatched pairs are larger than those between the matched pairs. 

Table 1 

The advantages and limitations of the three types of loss function. 

Loss functions Strong label Push inter-class Pull intra-class 

Triplet loss × √ ×
Identification loss 

√ √ ×
Center loss 

√ × √ 
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norm between the pair of image features that produced by the

CNN architecture, the model determines whether or not the two

images belong to the same person. Accordingly, triplet model can

dig the correlation between different images, however, it does not

make full use of the annotated information of datasets and only

uses weak data labels [1] . 

The loss function plays an extremely important role in CNN

models. The triplet loss [22] makes the L _2 distances between the

mismatched image pairs larger than those between the matched

image pairs. However, the features from the same group may

still have a large intra-class variance in the learned feature space.

As regards the identification loss, it can separate inter-class em-

beddings efficiently, but it also could not reduce the intra-class

variance between matched images. To overcome the weakness of

tradition triplet loss and identification loss, we employ center loss

[36] with them to train the network, the center loss could push

the image to its matching class center to reduce the intra-class

variance. The advantages and limitations of the three types of loss

functions are shown in Table 1 . 

The survey above show that the two types of models and the

three categories of loss functions both have their complementary

advantages and disadvantages. Motivated by this, we propose com-

bining the strengths of the two types of networks and leverage

the complementary nature of the three types of loss functions
o enhance the robustness of the extracted deep descriptors. The

roposed model could learn a similarity measurement and identify

edestrian ID simultaneously. In summary, the contributions of

his work are: 

We propose a CNN architecture with carefully designed train-

ng strategies including dropout scheme, triplet generating and

dam (Adaptive Moment Estimation) gradient decent algorithm

37] . The architecture can reduce the variance of intra-class and

eep the distance of inter-class with the combination of triplet

oss, identification loss and center loss, which could improve the

iscriminative capacity of the deep features. 

Experiments on three PReID datasets (CUHK01 [38] , CUHK03

26] and Market-1501 [39] ) are conducted to validate the effective

f our models, and our proposed model achieves the state of the

rt performances in most cases. 

The remainder of the article is organized as follows: some

urrent works are briefly reviews in Section 2 . The combined

rchitecture and implementation details are provided in Section 3 .

n Section 4 , we present the experimental results on three PReID

enchmark datasets (i.e. CUHK03, CUHK01 and Market-1501). We

raw our conclusions in Section 5 . 

. Related works 

Most of existing PReID works can be divided into two cate-

ories according to different concerns: invariant features extraction

nd robust distance metric learning. For the first category, the

roposed methods try to exploit discriminative features that

ave the property of invariant to lighting, viewpoint and pose

ariations. The frequently used features for PReID task include

ocal binary patterns [40–43] , color histogram and its variations

2,44] , color names [13] , Gabor features [38] etc. In addition to

eature extraction methods, quite a few investigations focus on

earning a suitable distance metric function for PReID. The pur-

ose of distance metric learning methods is to learn a projection

unction that can map the vectors from the raw feature space

o the learned distance space, in which the relative distance

etween the intra-class vectors is smaller than those between

nter-class vectors. The existing distance metric learning methods

or the PReID task mainly include pairwise constrained component

nalysis (PCCA) [45] , binary transformation model (CSBT) [46] ,

ahalanobis metric learning [44] , large margin nearest neighbor

LMNN) [40] , attribute consistent matching [41] etc. 

Recently, due to the appearance of some large-scale and freely-

vailable PReID datasets (e.g. CUHK03 and Market-1501), more and

ore investigations employ deep learning technology to address

he PReID problem. It is worthwhile to note that most of recent

tate-of-the-art performances on the PReID benchmark datasets

re achieved by the deep learning methods. Some of them consid-

red PReID as a classification issue. Ahmed et al. [28] developed

 deep convolution network (DCNN) model, which takes a pair

f images as input and produces a similarity value to determine

hether or not the pair of input images belong to the same group.

iao et al. [30] used the combined multiple datasets to train a

NN architecture with a domain guided dropout. Varior, et al.

47] proposed a siamese LSTM network with contrastive loss that

aintains the largest separation between negative and positive

airs by a margin. Jin et al. [48] combined the identification and

enter losses to train the network, during the testing phase, the

imilarity of paired images is determined by the relative distance

etween their corresponding features produced by the CNN model.

he purpose of using center loss in this model is the same as our

odel, while in [48] , the basic CNN architecture is an identifica-

ion model, which does not take into account the distance metric

etween image pairs, while ours basic architecture is the combi-

ation of the identification and triplet models, which could learn a
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Fig. 2. The proposed CNN architecture. Given n triplets of images, three CNN mod- 

els are used as the non-linear embedding functions and output 2048-dim embed- 

dings F w ( R o 
i 
), F w ( R + 

i 
), F w ( R −

i 
) . Then F w ( R 

o 
i 
), F w ( R + 

i 
), F w ( R −

i 
) are used to predict 

the person ID of the three input images and satisfy the constraints of the relative 

distance. Meanwhile, the identification and center losses are employed to train the 

identification subnetwork. 
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orresponding similarity measurement for images pairs. Yi et al.

27] utilized body parts to train the siamese neural network.

chroff et al. [49] proposed a FaceNet model that used a DCNN

uided by a triplet loss to learn the Euclidean embedding for

ach image. Ding et al. [22] first adopted this triplet model to

ddress the PReID task. For each triplet unit, by keeping a largest

argin between the Euclidean distances of matched image pairs

nd mismatched image pairs during training process, the model

xtracts some discriminative features. Su et al. [50] designed a

emi-supervised deep attribute learning framework with attributes

riplet loss. Recently, the works [51,52] combined identification

odel and verification model and gave excellent performance on

ReID. 

Our model is different from the aforementioned deep network

ethods in both the loss function and the network framework.

ore specifically, our architecture adopts a hybrid scheme that

ombines the identification model and the triplet model. The pro-

osed model can learn a similarity measurement and identify the

edestrian ID at the same time. Meanwhile, the dropout strategy

an be applied on the identification subnet. In addition, we employ

enter loss, identification loss and triplet loss simultaneously to

eep the relative distance of inter-class and reduce the variance

f intra-class. The hybrid model is demonstrated to be effective in

ection 4 . 

. Proposed method 

In this part, we discuss the proposed PReID model in details.

irst, we present the overall structure of the proposed method.

hen, we introduce the three types of loss functions and present

he combined loss function. Finally, we describe the training and

est strategies of the proposed model. 

.1. The overall network 

As showed in Fig. 2 , our model is basically a convolutional

riplet network that with the combined triplet, center and iden-
ification losses. Similar to the works in [49] , the model uses a

et of triplet units as the input. Denote R i = 〈 R o 
i 
, R + 

i 
, R −

i 
〉 , where R o

i 
nd R + 

i 
are the positive pair and R o 

i 
and R −

i 
are the negative pair.

hrough the combination scheme, the set of triplet units can be

apped into the learned deep feature space, in which the triplet

nit R i can be represented as: 

 w 

( R i ) = < F w 

(R 

o 
i ) , F w 

(R 

+ 
i 
) , F w 

(R 

−
i 
) >, (1)

here the F W 

( X ) is the feature representation of X generated by

he model. 

The network in Fig. 2 contains three ImageNet [53] pre-trained

NN frameworks, three additional feature layers and five losses.

he five optimization objectives consist of three identification

osses, one triplet loss and one center loss. The pre-trained CNN

odel used in this study is ResNet-50 [54] . We remove the final

ully-connected layer of the ResNet-50 and then use the features

roduced by the feature layer as the descriptors for raw images.

he entire network is guided by the five objectives. 

.2. Loss function 

Identification loss. Our model contains three pre-trained CNN

rchitectures, in which the three architectures share parameters

nd have the same network structure. For the purpose of fine-

uning our model on the PReID datasets, the last fully connected

ayer of the CNN architecture is replaced by a feature layer, and

e set the output dimensionality of the feature layer to 2048,

he output number of the identify layer is set as S , where S

epresents the identity number in the training set. Similar to the

ost of existing multi-class recognition methods, we employ the

ross-entropy loss to train the identification subnet, which is: 

 1 = − 1 

m 

m ∑ 

i =1 

log 
e 

W 

T 
y i 

x i + b yi ∑ n 
j=1 e 

W 

T 
j 

x i + b j 
, (2) 

here W i represents the i th column of the feature layer parame-

ers matrix W, y i is the label of the input i , m is the batch size, b

enotes the bias coefficient and the number of the person ID is n . 

Triplet loss. In our model, triplet loss is used to force the rela-

ive distance between the negative pairs larger than that between

ositive pairs under the L _2 norm. For a training triplet unit R i , the

oss function could be formulated as follows: 

 2 = [ thre + d ( F w 

( R 

o 
i ) , F w 

( R 

+ 
i 
)) −d( F w 

( R 

o 
i ) , F w 

( R 

−
i 
) )] + (3) 

n which [x] + = max (0, x), thre is a positive number and d ()

epresents L _2 norm. 

Center loss. Both two loss functions above can keep the learned

nter-class features away, however, in the learned deep feature

pace, the variance between the intra-class may be still large.

ased on the observation above, we introduce the center loss to

educe the intra-class variance. Center loss is first proposed to ad-

ress the face recognition problem [36] , the loss can force the im-

ge features closing to their corresponding center point to reduce

he variance of intra-class. The center loss can be written as: 

 3 = 

1 

2 m 

m ∑ 

i =1 

‖ 

x i − cente r y i ‖ 

2 
2 , (4) 

here cente r y i is the y i th class center point of the feature x i .

nlike other CNN weights, when the s = y i , the updating equation

f the class cente r y i is defined as below: 

cente r s 
t = 

∑ m 

i =1 cente r s − x i 
m + 1 

(5) 

enter t+1 
s = center t j − λ � �center t s (6) 

In which λ is the learning rate of the center loss. 
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Fig. 3. Example image pairs from the three datasets. 
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Loss function combination. The proposed model is trained

by one triplet loss, three cross-entropy losses and one center loss

jointly. Following the learning rate setting in Section 4 , we train

the model with the three types of losses until the three types of

objectives both converge. During the training stage, the combined

loss function can be formulated as follows: 

L = α1 L 1 + α2 L 2 + α3 L 3 , (7)

where α1 , α2 and α3 are the trade-off parameters to balance the

three types loss functions. 

3.3. Training strategies 

Adam. In this study, we utilize Adam (Adaptive Moment

Estimation) instead of frequently used SGD (stochastic gradient

decent) as the optimization algorithm. The basic idea of SGD is to

average the gradients over the mini-batches with a small learning

rate. However, the magnitude of the gradient may be different

for the different weights, and may change during the training

session. Therefore, it is difficult and impractical for SGD to choose

an appropriate learning rate. To overcome this weakness of SGD,

we use Adam as the optimization for our architecture. For differ-

ent parameters, Adam can compute the corresponding adaptive

learning rates. The introduction of Adam makes our network reach

convergence more quickly and perform more robustly. 

Dropout. To avoid overfitting, the dropout scheme [55] is

adopted. Note that the triplet model cannot use dropout directly,

however, through the combination of the identification and triplet

models, we can utilize the dropout in the identification subnet.

For each forward iteration at training stage, the standard random

dropout is deployed for the feature layers, and some outputs of the

feature layer are randomly set as zeros. In the back-propagation

stage, the model calculates the gradients only with these muted

filter responses, which could enhance the generalization ability of

the network. By adding the dropout strategy, we further get about

1.5% improvement on our method. 

Training. Similar to the deep transfer learning method in

[52] , we use two different of training strategies for different

scale datasets. Specifically, for the large datasets like Market1501

[39] and CUHK03 [26] , we directly use the model that was pre-

trained on ImageNet to fine-tune on their training set. As for the

small datasets like CUHK01 [38] , we first use the large person

re-identification datasets (e.g., CUHK03 + Market1501) to pretrain

the designed model, then further fine-tune it on the training set

of the target small dataset. However, the pretrained weights of the

softmax ID classification layer cannot be reused for the identities

of two datasets that have no overlap. Therefore, we use the ran-

domly initialized N t nodes to replace the original weights of the

softmax layer, where N t represents the number of unique person

identities in the small dataset. To avoid the newly added parame-

ters of the softmax layer back propagate damaging gradients to the

pretrained layers of the network. We adopt a two-step fine-tuning

strategy. First, we freeze other pretrained weights and only train

the newly added parameters until the network converges. Second,

we fine-tune the newly added parameters together with all the

other parameters. 

3.4. Testing 

We adopt an efficient approach to implement testing. The test

set is divided into probe and gallery sets. We first feed forward

all the images in the gallery set to CNN architecture, and then

the architecture outputs the corresponding 2048-dim descriptor

for each of them. When a probe image is coming, we also feed

forward it to the CNN architecture as well. Afterward, we compute

the L _2 norms between all the gallery descriptors and the probe
escriptor. Finally, these L _2 norms are sorted to generate the

ank-n (n ≥ 1) accuracies. 

. Experiments 

We mainly verify the proposed model on two large-scale

atasets (Market1501 and CUHK03) as well as one small dataset

UHK01. Furthermore, we report some results of the baseline

odels. 

.1. Datasets 

We used three benchmark PReID datasets to evaluate the

roposed model, i.e. CUHK01, CUHK03 and Market-1501. Some

xamples of the matched person bounding box images are shown

n Fig. 3 . These datasets are different from data sampling protocols

nd data size. The followings are the brief descriptions of these

hree datasets: 

CUHK01 dataset : The CUHK01 contains 971 persons captured

y two non-overlapping cameras, each camera view includes two

mages for per person. Camera view A mainly includes variety of

oses and viewpoints and camera view B captures the back view

r frontal view of a person. 

CUHK03 dataset: CUHK03 includes 13,164 images of 1360

edestrians, and all these images are taken from six cameras. Each

dentity is captured by two camera views, and each camera view

ontains five images for per identity. The Author provides two

ettings. One annotated by human (labeled) and the other anno-

ated by the Deformable-Part-Model (DPM) detectors (detected).

e evaluate our model on the latter setting since it is closer to

ractical scenarios. 

Market-1501 dataset: This dataset is a relatively large dataset

hat is collected in front of a supermarket under complicated envi-

onment condition. It consists of 32,668 annotated bounding boxes

f 1501 pedestrians. Images of each pedestrians are collected by

t least two cameras and at most six cameras. 

.2. Data preparation and triplet generation 

We resize the training images to 256 × 128 in pixel, then we

se all each training image to subtract the mean image that is

omputed from the train set. It is crucial to select triplet units for

ur CNN model, the improper selection method can lead to class

mbalance and data waste problems and result in the training

ailure of identification subnet. Following the protocol in [56] , we

andomly select Q classes (person identity), then we use all R

mages of each class, and we use these QR images to form the
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Table 2 

Results (Rank1, Rank5 and Rank10 matching accuracy in %) 

on the CUHK03 dataset (detected). ‘-’ means no reported 

results is available. 

Method Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10 

ITML [57] 5.53 18.89 29.96 

eSDC [58] 8.76 24.07 38.28 

KISSME [44] 14.17 48.54 52.57 

LSSCDL [8] 51.20 – –

Siamese LSTM [47] 57.30 80.10 88.30 

IDLA [28] 45.00 76.00 83.50 

DeepLDA [59] 63.23 89.95 92.73 

GOG [16] 67.30 91.00 96.00 

Gated Siamese [29] 68.10 88.10 94.60 

DGD [30] 80.50 94.90 97.10 

Quadruplet [60] 74.47 96.62 98.95 

CNN Embedding [51] 83.40 97.10 98.70 

Deep Transfer [52] 84.10 – –

IC-TL 86.80 97.71 98.90 
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Table 3 

Results (Rank1, Rank5 and Rank10 matching accuracy in 

%) on the CUHK01 dataset. ‘-’ means no reported results 

is available. 

Method Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10 

ITML [57] 15.98 35.22 45.60 

eSDC [58] 19.76 32.72 40.29 

KLFDA [2] 32.76 59.01 69.63 

IDLA [28] 47.53 71.50 80.00 

Deep Ranking [61] 50.41 75.93 84.07 

GOG [16] 57.80 79.10 86.20 

DGD [30] 66.60 – –

Quadruplet [60] 62.55 83.44 89.71 

Deep Transfer [52] 77.00 – –

CNN-FRW-IC [48] 70.50 90.00 94.80 

IC-TL 74.84 92.60 95.43 

Table 4 

Results (mAP, Rank-1 and Rank-5 matching accuracy in %) 

on the Market-1501 dataset in the single-shot. ‘-’ means 

no reported results is available. 

Method mAP Rank-1 Rank-5 

BoW + KISSME [39] 20.76 44.42 –

SL [6] 26.35 51.90 –

DNS [7] 35.68 61.02 –

Gated Siamese [29] 39.55 65.88 –

LOMO + TMA [5] 22.30 47.90 –

Deep Transfer [52] 65.50 83.70 –

CAN [25] 35.90 60.30 –

CNN Embedding [51] 59.87 79.51 90.91 

CNN + DCGAN [62] 56.23 78.06 –

IDE(R) + ML(re-ra) [63] 63.63 77.11 –

TriNet [56] 69.14 84.92 94.21 

IC-TL 70.10 86.60 94.60 
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ini-batch. For each sample of the batch, the hardest negative

ample and the hardest positive sample are selected from the

atch to generate the triplet units for computing the triplet loss.

s regards the identification and center losses, we use the entire

mages in the mini-batch to compute them. Thus, we can make

ull use of the datasets without class imbalance problem. 

.3. Training parameter settings 

In this experiment, the training epochs is set to 150. The

ettings of the learning rate are according to the following update

ules: 

r = 

{ 

0 . 0 0 02 i f epoch ≤ 100 

0 . 0 0 02 ×
(
0 . 001 

( ( epoch −100) / 50 . 0 ) 
) , (8) 

here lr represents the learning rate. The batch size and weight

ecay are set to 180 and 0.0 0 05, respectively. we set the up-

ate rate λ to 0.5. On the basis of the empirical, the balance

oefficient α1 , α2 and α3 are set to 0.69, 0.01 and 0.23, respec-

ively, and the threshold of the triplet loss is set to 0.5. 

.4. Comparison with the state of the arts 

We compare our mothed with the following representative

ReID models: ITML [57] , eSDC [58] , KISSME [44] , LSSCDL [8] ,

iamese LSTM [47] , IDLA [28] , DeepLDA [59] , GOG [16] , Gated

iamese [29] , DGD [30] , Quadruplet [60] , CNN Embedding [51] ,

eep Transfer [52] , KLFDA [2] , DeepRanking [61] , CNN-FRW-IC

48] , BoW + KISSME [39] , SL [6] , DNS [7] , LOMO + TMA [5] , CAN

25] , CNN + DCGAN [62] , TriNet [56] . We name the proposed

odel as IC-TL. 

.4.1. Evaluation on CUHK03 

Similar to the setting in [15] , we select 1160 pedestrians for

raining, 100 pedestrians for validation and 100 pedestrians for

esting. The average performance is computed by conducting 20

andom splits. The evaluation is based on single shot setting.

able 2 shows the comparison results of IC-TL against 13 existing

ethods on CUHK03 dataset, including the most recent state

f the art approaches. From Table 2 , we can observe that the

erformances of low ranks of the proposed method are superior

han all other compared methods and provide the new state of

he arts on Rank-1 (86.8%) and Rank-5 (97.71%). Although the

ank-10 performance of proposed method is a bit lower than the

uadruplet [53] , it still achieves as high as 98.90%. 
.4.2. Evaluation on CUHK01 

For CUHK01 dataset, we randomly select 485 pedestrians to

ompose the train set. Then the remainder 486 pedestrians are

sed for testing. In Table 3 , it can be observed that our method

eats the most of compared approaches, which further confirm

he effectiveness of our proposed model. Though the perfor-

ance on Rank-1 of the Deep transfer achieves better result, our

ank-n (n > 1) accuracies on CUHK01 achieve highest among the

ompared methods. 

.4.3. Evaluation on market-1501 

We evaluate the performance of our model against 11 strong

ompetitors on Market-1501 dataset. According to the dataset

etting, the train set contains 12,936 images of 751 persons and

he test set contains 19,732 images of 750 persons. Instead of

dopting hand-drawn boxes, they are detected by the Deformable

art Model (DPM). We report the single-query evaluation results

or this dataset. The performances of mean average precision

mAP), Rank-1 and Rank-5 are presented in Table 4 . From Table 4 ,

e can observe that the mAP, Rank-1 and Rank-5 accuracy of our

roposed model achieves 70.10%, 86.60% and 94.60%, respectively,

hich achieves competitive state-of-the-art performance. 

.5. Models for comparison 

To comprehensively analyzing the proposed model, several

aseline models are designed to have a comparison. We construct

 model without center loss named I-TL. We also design one

ithout triplet loss named IC. There are also versions that only

se identification loss or triplet loss, named I and TL, respectively.

e name the model with triplet loss and center loss as C-TL. We

mplement the comparison experiments on CUHK03. From Table 5 ,

he following conclusions can be drawn, the architecture with
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Table 5 

Comparing different baseline models on 

CUHK03. 

Method Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10 

I 72.34 91.71 95.60 

TL 80.63 92.92 94.56 

IC 81.20 96.54 97.94 

C-TL 82.15 94.67 96.85 

I-TL 84.70 96.63 98.42 

IC-TL 86.80 97.71 98.90 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

only triplet loss or identification loss gets the worst performance

among the baseline models. When identification loss is used

together with triplet loss or center loss, the performance of the

models is improved, and the model with triplet loss and center

loss has a similar situation. When all three losses are combined,

the performance improves dramatically. The proposed model IC-TL

achieves the highest rank-1, rank-5 and rank-10 accuracies among

these baseline models, which demonstrates the effective of our

combination method. 

5. Conclusions 

In this study, we design a novel CNN-based architecture to

address the PReID task. The proposed model combines triplet loss,

center loss and identification loss to simultaneously handle the

inter/intra class distances. Through the combination strategy, the

model can learn the discriminative features and a corresponding

similarity measurement at the same time. The comprehensive ex-

perimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed

method. The proposed CNN architecture outperforms most of the

state-of-the-art competitors on CUHK01, CUHK03 and Market-1501

datasets. Future work will focus on learning the local attention

descriptors to further improve the discriminative ability of the

learned deep features. 
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